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Using CUSIP® Numbers on EMMA®
Dataport

What Is a CUSIP Number?
CUSIP is an acronym that stands for Committee on Uniform Securities
Identification Procedures.1 CUSIP is the universally recognized unique ninedigit, alphanumeric identifier for a wide range of financial instruments and
their issuers, including municipal securities.
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Issue and Maturity
The first six digits of the CUSIP number (e.g., 999999) are known as the base, or CUSIP-6.
With the exception of some high-volume issuers, each issuer is assigned a unique
CUSIP-6. The seventh and eighth digits (e.g., ab) are the issue identifier that is used to
identify each issue of an issuer. The ninth digit (e.g., 1) is the check digit. Its purpose is to
ensure the CUSIP number’s accuracy.
CUSIP-based identifiers support the accurate and efficient clearance and settlement
of securities, as well as processing associated with income payments made during the
lifecycle of an issue. They support market participants’ ability to identify and access issuespecific data, and accurately communicate and manage securities transactions.
CUSIP-based identifiers are assigned by CUSIP Global Services (CGS). CUSIP Global
Services is managed on behalf of the American Bankers Association (ABA) by S&P Global
Market Intelligence, a division of S&P Global.

EMMA and CUSIP Numbers
The Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB) operates the Electronic Municipal
Market Access (EMMA®) website at emma.msrb.org to provide free public access to
objective municipal market information and interactive tools for market participants.
The MSRB also operates EMMA Dataport, the platform through which municipal issuers,
dealers and others submit disclosures, trade data and other information for posting on
EMMA. When submitting information through EMMA Dataport, these submitters typically
provide a list of CUSIP numbers to be associated with the submission. Those CUSIP
numbers in turn become a mechanism to quickly and easily locate on EMMA disclosures,
trade data and other information regarding municipal securities and issuers.
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Use CUSIP Numbers to Submit Disclosures
As part of the continuing disclosure submission process in EMMA Dataport, submitters
have two options to identify the CUSIPs that are needed to complete the submission.
First, submitters can enter or copy and paste a list of specific CUSIP-9s to upload those
specific securities to a submission. Submitters can enter or copy and paste one or more
CUSIP-6s to upload all individual securities that share the base six digits. The selected
securities will be listed by issue in a table below the upload box. Submitters can deselect
issues or individual securities to remove them from the submission.

Add a list of CUSIP-9s or
CUSIP-6s here

Second, submitters can search for CUSIPs to associate with the submission by entering
the issuer name and state. Select the desired issuer from the results to load a list of their
issues. Check the box beside the issue or individual security to add it to the submission.
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Use CUSIP Numbers to Export Secondary Market Trade Activity
EMMA Trade Monitor is a tool that provides state and local governments with the
capability to analyze data in support of, among other things, evaluating pricing for new
issues. The EMMA Trade Monitor is available only to state and local government issuers
that have set up an organization account with the MSRB to log in to EMMA Dataport.
Once on the EMMA Dataport Submission portal, choose the Export Secondary Market
Trade Data link. Enter any CUSIP-6 or CUSIP-9 to search for trade data to export. After
search parameters are set, accept the MSRB’s terms and conditions and click Search &
Export to generate a .CSV file, which can be opened in Notepad or in Excel.

Find CUSIP Numbers in Official Statements and EMMA’s Advanced
Search
Official Statement. The official statement for a municipal bond issue, typically includes,
within the first few pages of the document, the CUSIP number(s) for each maturity of
the associated securities. To access official statements on EMMA, start from EMMA’s
homepage and click on a state in the interactive map to access a searchable list of cities,
counties and other bond issuing authorities in that state. Select any issuer to access
its unique issuer homepage, which offers a consolidated view of the issuer’s municipal
securities issues, recent trade activity in the issuer’s securities and available disclosure
documents. Click on the Official Statements tab on any issuer’s homepage to view its
offering documents.
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EMMA’s Advanced Search. From EMMA’s homepage, click on Advanced Search. Use
the search filters in the Security Information section to enter known information about
the security, such as state, the name of the bond issuer and/or a description of the
issue. Click Run Search to find all securities and issues on EMMA that match the filters
selected. Click on a security from the list to visit its Security Details page. On this page,
click the Final Scale tab to view other securities in the issue, listed by CUSIP number, that
are also listed in the official statement.

The MSRB protects investors, state and local governments and other municipal entities, and the public interest by promoting a fair and efficient
municipal securities market. The MSRB fulfills this mission by regulating the municipal securities firms, banks and municipal advisors that
engage in municipal securities and advisory activities. To further protect market participants, the MSRB provides market transparency through
its Electronic Municipal Market Access (EMMA®) website, the official repository for information on all municipal bonds. The MSRB also serves
as an objective resource on the municipal market, conducts extensive education and outreach to market stakeholders, and provides market
leadership on key issues. The MSRB is a self-regulatory organization governed by a 21-member board of directors that has a majority of public
members, in addition to representatives of regulated entities. The MSRB is overseen by the Securities and Exchange Commission and Congress.
This information is for educational purposes only and provides a general overview of the subject matter and does not constitute investment, tax,
business, legal or other advice.
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